This paper is concerned with the study of constrained statistical learning problems, the unconstrained version of which are at the core of virtually all of modern information processing. Accounting for constraints, however, is paramount to incorporate prior knowledge and impose desired structural and statistical properties on the solutions. Still, solving constrained statistical problems remains challenging and guarantees scarce, leaving them to be tackled using regularized formulations. Though practical and effective, selecting regularization parameters so as to satisfy requirements is challenging, if at all possible, due to the lack of a straightforward relation between parameters and constraints. In this work, we propose to directly tackle the constrained statistical problem overcoming its infinite dimensionality, unknown distributions, and constraints by leveraging finite dimensional parameterizations, sample averages, and duality theory. Aside from making the problem tractable, these tools allow us to bound the empirical duality gap, i.e., the difference between our approximate tractable solutions and the actual solutions of the original statistical problem. We demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of this constrained formulation in a fair learning application.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical optimization problems are at the core of contemporary signal processing, machine learning, and statistical methods, from compressive sensing to image recognition to modern Bayesian methods [1] [2] [3] [4] . Central to solving these problems is the concept of empirical risk minimization (ERM), in which statistical quantities (expectations) are replaced by their empirical counterparts (sample averages) allowing the problem to be solved from data, without knowledge of the underlying distributions involved [4, 5] . As such, ERM problems lie at the frontier of optimization and statistics. This approach is grounded on celebrated consistency results from learning theory that show that ERM solutions approach that of their statistical analog as the number of samples increases [5, 6] .
A limitation of the learning theory developed for ERMs is that it focuses on unconstrained optimization problems. However, modern information processing challenges require the ability to impose constraints so to incorporate prior knowledge via structural properties of the problem, such as smoothness or sparsity [1, 2, 7, 8] , or to deal with semi-supervised problems in which the data may be partially labeled [9] [10] [11] . Simultaneously, constraints can also describe desired properties of the solution, as is the case in risk-aware and fair learning [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Often, these constrained statistical problems are tackled by means of regularized formulations, i.e., by integrating a fixed constraint violation cost in the objective. While a priori this is a reasonable approach, selecting this cost in practice may be challenging, requiring not only domain expertise but also mastering of the optimization algorithm of choice. This is due to the fact that there is typically no straightforward relation between the property we wish to embed in the solution (i.e., the constraint we wish to impose) and the value of the regularization cost. This issue is only aggravated as the number of constraints grows. To this end, explicit constraints provide a clearer, more transparent approach to describing desiderata.
These issues only exacerbate as the model complexity increases. Indeed, typical modern learning solutions involve non-convex, high dimensional parameterizations for which the relation between parameters and statistical properties is quite obscure. This is the case, for instance, of (convolutional/graph) neural networks (NNs). Several heuristic constraints on the parameters of these architectures have been proposed, together with projection or conjugate gradient-type algorithms, to try and encode desirable features [17, 18] . In contrast, we wish to directly impose constraints on the statistical problem rather than attempt to induce structure on the parameterization in the hope that the solutions will then exhibit the desired properties.
In this work, we show that the solution of constrained, functional statistical learning problems can be approximated from data by using rich parameterizations, a result akin to the existing generalization bounds for ERM problems. We do so while directly account for the presence of constraints in the problem instead of relying on a handtuned regularization approach. Our main result is a bound on the empirical duality gap, i.e., the difference between the optimal value of the statistical problem and that of a particular finite dimensional, deterministic problem. This provides not only a way to perform nearoptimal constrained learning, but also shows that solving constrained statistical problems is not harder than solving unconstrained ones.
We approach this result in two steps. First, we bound the parameterization gap, i.e., the loss in optimality due to solving the problem using a finite dimensional parameterization rather than in the original functional space (Section 3). We show that under mild conditions the solution of a specific saddle-point parameterized problem is close to the original functional one. This result depends on how good the parameterization is and not the specific parameterization, holding for a wide range of function classes including reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) and NNs. We then proceed to bound the so-called empirical gap, i.e., the error due to the use of samples instead of the unknown data distribution (Section 4). The final bound on the empirical duality gap (Theorem 1) has a familiar form and depends not only on the number of samples, but also on the complexity of the statistical problem both in terms of the parametrization and how hard its constraints are to satisfy. We conclude with a numerical example in the context of fair learning to illustrate these results.
CONSTRAINED STATISTICAL LEARNING
Let D denote an unknown joint probability distribution over pairs (x, y), with x ∈ R d and y ∈ R, and let F be a space of functions φ :
LG] 12 Feb 2020 R, such as the space of continuous functions or L2. For convenience, we can interpret x as a feature vector or a system input, y as a label or a measurement, and φ as a classifier or estimator. We are interested in solving the constrained statistical learning problem
subject to E (x,y)∼D [ i(φ(x), y)] ≤ ci, i = 1, . . . , m, (P-CSL) where 0 is a performance metric and i are functions that, together with the ci, encode the desired statistical properties of the solution of (P-CSL). Observe that the unconstrained version of (P-CSL), namely minimize
has a long history in signal processing, statistics, and machine learning, being at the core of celebrated Bayesian estimators, such as LMS adaptive filters and Kalman filters, and virtually every modern learning algorithm [3, 4, 19, 20] . Its success comes from the fact that, under mild conditions, the solution of the empirical version of (PI), i.e., one where the expectation is replaced by the sample mean over N realizations (xn, yn) ∼ D, converges rapidly to the solution of (PI) as N grows [5, Section 3.4], [4, 6] . For the sake of clarity, we omit the distribution D over which the expectations are taken in the remainder of this paper.
Two key challenges hinder the solution of (P-CSL) in general: (i) it is an infinite dimensional problem, since it optimizes over a functional space and (ii) we cannot evaluate its expectations since we do not have access to D. The first issue can be handled by using a finite dimensional parameterization of (a subset of) the space F. Explicitly, we associate to each θ ∈ H ⊆ R p a function f (θ, ·) ∈ F, so that the statistical problem (P-CSL) is no longer over functions φ ∈ F, but over parameters θ ∈ H. Here, H is a convex set of admissible parameters. As for issue (ii), it can be addressed as in the unconstrained case, i.e., by replacing expectations by their sample mean. However, since classical ERM theory gives guarantees for the unconstrained (PI) [5, Section 3.4], [6] , one often settles for a regularized version of (P-CSL) in which a fixed cost on the value of the constraints is included in the objective. Explicitly,
where wi ≥ 0 denote the weight of each constraint (regularization parameter).
From a practical point-of-view, (PII) has several advantages. In particular, we can directly use gradient descent methods to converge to a local minimum of its objective. Moreover, it is well-known that rich parameterizations such as NNs can be trained so as to make the objective of (PII) vanish for several commonly used 0, i [21, 22] or that all local minima are in fact global [23] [24] [25] . Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that the solution of (PII) is close to that of (P-CSL). In fact, there may not even exist a set of weights wi such that a solution of (PII) is (P-CSL)-feasible. Even if it does, there is typically no straightforward way to find them. This is less of an issue if the specifications ci and the weights wi are obtained from data using, e.g., cross-validation. Still, the interpretation of the former is more transparent than the latter.
The goal of this work is to provide a systematic approach to obtain near-optimal solutions of (P-CSL) that converge to the optimum as the parameterization of F becomes richer and the number of samples from D grows. What is more, since this approach yields an optimization problem that, though distinct in nature, resembles (PII), we effectively show that constrained statistical learning problems are in fact as easy (or as hard) to solve as their unconstrained counterparts. To do so, we first analyze the parameterization gap, showing that for rich parameterizations (e.g., NNs), the optimality cost of parameterizing is quantifiably small (Section 3). Then, we employ classical Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) generalization results to bound the distance between the statistical and the empirical version of these problem (Section 4). We then conclude by combining these bounds into a single empirical duality gap (Section 5) that characterizes the difference between the solutions of the original constrained statistical problem and its tractable finite dimensional, deterministic version.
Before proceeding, we collect our assumptions on the functions from (P-CSL). These are typical and met by a myriad of commonly used losses and cost functions [4] . 
THE PARAMETERIZATION GAP
On our path to obtain a practical solution for (P-CSL), we begin by addressing issue (i) from Section 2, namely, the fact that (P-CSL) is an infinite dimensional optimization problem. As is typical, we do so by leveraging a finite dimensional parameterization of F whose richness we characterize according to the following definition:
Note that Definition 1 requires the set P = {f (θ, ·) | θ ∈ H} to be an cover of F in the total variation norm induced by the distribution of the data. This is considerably milder than the typical uniform approximation properties enjoyed by parameterization such as RKHSs or NNs [8, [26] [27] [28] .
Given an -parameterization, we propose to tackle (P-CSL) through the saddle-point problem
where L is the Lagrangian of (P-CSL) defined as
where λ ∈ R m + is a vector that collects the dual variables λi. Observe that ( DI ) is nothing more than the dual problem of (P-CSL) solved over the parameterized function class P. The parameterization gap compares the value of the original problem (P-CSL) and its parameterized dual version ( DI ), explicitly D − P . If it is small, then the value of ( DI ) is similar to that of (P-CSL). As we show in the sequel, this also implies that solutions of ( DI ) meet the constraints in (P-CSL). Naturally, this can only occur if P has at least one function that is (P-CSL)-feasible. In fact, in order to bound the parameterization gap, we need a more stringent condition:
We can can then state the main result of this section: 
for P and D defined as in (P-CSL) and ( DI ) respectively and where λ p are the dual variables of (P-CSL) with the constraints tightened to ci − L .
Proof. See appendix A.
Proposition 1 shows that for fine enough parameterizations of F, solving the finite dimensional ( DI ) yields almost the same solution as solving the variational (P-CSL). How fine the parameterization must depends not only on the smoothness of the losses 0, i, but also on how hard to satisfy the constraints is. Indeed, optimal dual variables have a well-known sensitivity interpretation for convex problems: they describe how much the objective changes when the constraints are modified. Hence, if the constraints of the original statistical problem (P-CSL) are difficult to satisfy, then ( DI ) will not be a good approximation unless the parameterization is very rich. On the other hand, if the constraints are easily satisfiable, i.e., practically inconsequential, then the only error we incur is that of approximating the optimal solution φ of (P-CSL) (explicitly, L ).
An important corollary of Proposition 1 is that any solution obtained using ( DI ) is (P-CSL)-feasible. Corollary 1. Under assumptions 1 and 2, the function f (θ , ·) is a feasible solution of (P-CSL), where θ are the parameters that achieve D in ( DI ).
Proof. See appendix B.
Despite being finite dimensional, ( DI ) remains a statistical problem. Hence, though Proposition 1 establishes that its solutions are not only (P-CSL)-feasible but also near-optimal, the issue remains of how to solve it without explicit knowledge of the distribution D. Observe, however, that the objective of ( DI ) now involves an unconstrained statistical minmization problem. In other words, we have done most of the heavy lifting already and can now rely on the generalization bounds from statistical learning to obtain a guarantee on our solution. This is the goal of the next section.
THE EMPIRICAL GAP
In order to solve ( DI ), we need to evaluate the Lagrangian in (2), which cannot be done without knowledge of the joint distribution D. In practice, this issue is overcome by using realizations (xn, yn) ∼ D to approximate the expectations by empirical averages. We therefore define the empirical Lagrangian as
and the empirical dual problem of (P-CSL) as
Note that the empirical Lagrangian has a form reminiscent of the regularized formulation in (PII), which is appealing from a practical point-of-view since it means the minimization in ( DI ,N ) is not harder to solve than the regularized problem. Moreover, the dual function
is concave by definition, since it is the pointwise minimum of a set of affine functions [29] . After evaluating (5) , the maximization in ( DI ,N ) can therefore be solved efficiently. Thus, when the parameterization f leads to an empirical Lagrangian that is convex in θ, (5) can be solved exactly and efficiently. Even in the non-convex case, obtaining a good solution of (5) is still be possible. This is the case, for instance, of NNs, since they can typically be trained so as to make the empirical Lagrangian vanish [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Fundamental to our guarantees is the fact the empirical Lagrangian is uniformly close to its statistical version (2) . This fact is expressed in the following theorem that bounds the gap between the optimal value of ( DI ,N ) and ( DI ): Proposition 2. Let dV C denote the VC dimension of the hypothesis class P. Then, under assumption 1, it holds with probability 1 − δ that
Proof. See appendix C.
Before proceeding, it is worth noting that ( DI ,N ) is the dual problem associated with 
(PIII)
Yet, the relation between the parameterized, empirical problem (PIII) and the statistical (P-CSL) stops at their form. Indeed, there is no guarantee that (PIII) approximates (P-CSL), since it is in general a non-convex optimization problem for which strong duality need not hold. The lack of strong duality also implies that (PIII) cannot be solved through its dual [29] and since projecting onto its nonconvex constraints may not be straightforward, solving it directly could be quite challenging. Thankfully, we need not concern ourselves with (PIII) since its dual problem ( DI ,N ) is close to (P-CSL), as we show in the next section.
THE EMPIRICAL DUALITY GAP
Combining Propositions 1 and 2, we obtain the main result of this paper by using the triangle inequality:
For > 0, let f be an -parameterization of F as per Definition 1 and consider the finite dimensional empirical dual ( DI ,N ) of (P-CSL). Then, under assumptions 1 and 2, it holds with probability 1 − δ that
where P and D ,N are the values of (P-CSL) and ( DI ,N ) respectively, λ p are the dual variables that achieve D in ( DI ), and VN = O( log(N )/N ).
Hence, the finite dimensional empirical dual problem ( DI ,N ) can be used to obtain near-optimal solutions to the constrained statistical learning problem (P-CSL). The quality of this approximation depends on the richness of the parameterization through and the difficulty of it satisfying the constraints through λ 1 . The complexity of the parametrization also increases VN through the VC dimension (see (6) ). Thus, there exist a synergy between the number of samples N and the parameterization. Indeed, for large sample sizes, the first term in (7) dominates, motivating the use of richer representations. However, as the number of parameters of the representation grows, so does VN [4] . In the low sample regimes, it may therefore be beneficial to use simpler parameterizations.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we illustrate the use of the constrained statistical problem (P-CSL) and the empirical dual ( DI ,N ) in the context of fair learning [12, 13] . One of the ways that fairness is encoded in learning problems is by imposing that the final classifier be insensitive to a protected variable z. If we consider that φ(x, z) denotes the probability of the feature vector x with protected variable z belonging to the class y = 1, then we would like φ(x, z) to be similar regardless of the value of z. In our numerical examples based on the Adult dataset [30] , the goal is to predict whether an individual makes more than US$ 50.000 (encoded as y = 1) based on data such as age, weekly hours, marital status, and education. The protected variable in this case is gender. This problem can be stated as the constrained statistical problem
where DKL(p q) denotes the Kullback-Liebler divergence between Bernoulli distributions with parameters p and q and c is the desired level of fairness. As a parameterization, we use a feedforward NN with 256 hidden nodes and sigmoidal activation function.
As a benchmark, we begin by training a classifier by ignoring the constraint in (PIV), i.e., by using the unconstrained (PI). Results for accuracy [defined as Pr(φ(xn, z) = yi] and fairness [defined as Pr(φ(xn, Male) = φ(xn, Female))] on the test set are shown in the dashed lines of Figure 1 . The test accuracy of the classifier is around 83% and it was insensitive to gender in approximately 96% of the test feature vectors. Both quantities ares estimated using empirical averages over the test set. Though this may be sufficiently high in many applications, impacting 4% of any population is often unacceptable. We therefore turn to (PIV) with c = 10 −3 . Figure 2 shows the evolution of the dual variable λ over the training epochs k. Notice that the dual variable converges to a value close to 0.65, which means that further tightening of relaxing the constraint would have little impact on the accuracy (as measure by the crossentropy loss 0). The resulting classifier is feasible for the constrained statistical problem as evidenced by Figure 3 , which shows the evolution of the slack E [DKL(f (θ k , x, Male) f (θ k , x, Female))] − c. As shown in the solid lines of Figure 1 , the estimator obtained using the empirical dual problem of (PIV) is insensitive to gender in 99.7% of the test samples at the cost of a loss in accuracy of less than 0.1%.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied a constrained version of the celebrated statistical learning problem. Contrary to previous approaches based on regularization or heuristic structural properties of the parameterization, we directly tackle the constrained statistical problem. To do so, we proposed to overcome the infinite dimensionality, unknown distributions, and constrained nature of these problems by leveraging finite dimensional parameterizations, sample averages, and duality theory. Throughout this paper, we have shown that (i) there is a bound on the optimality loss due to using parameterizations and that it can be made small by leveraging richer, higher-dimensional ones and (ii) the gap due to using empirical average rather than statistical expectations decreases as the number of samples grows. Together, these results yield a bound on the empirical duality gap of constrained statistical learning problems, i.e., on the gap between the original constrained statistical problem (the one we want to solve) and an unconstrained empirical problem (the one we can solve). Finally, we have illustrated in a numerical example the practicality of our approach.
A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof. The proof follows by relating the parameterized dual problem ( DI ) to a perturbed (tightened) version of the original (P-CSL). We can then leverage the strong duality of these optimization problems to obtain the bounds in (3). Formally, start by defining the dual problem of (P-CSL) as
using the Lagrangian L from (2) . Then, notice that assumption 2 implies that strong duality holds for (P-CSL), i.e., the saddle-point relation
holds for all φ ∈ F and λ ∈ R m + , where φ is a solution of (P-CSL) and λ is a solution of (DI). Additionally, we have from ( DI ) that
Immediately, we obtain the lower bound in (3) . Explicitly,
where the second inequality comes from {f (θ, ·) | θ ∈ H} ⊆ F . To derive the upper bound, first add and subtract min φ∈F L(φ, λ) from ( DI ) to get
Notice that the last two terms can be written as the inner product m i=0 λi E [ i(f (θ, x), y) − i(φ(x), y)] by letting λ0 = 1. Hence, using Hölder's inequality yields
The second term in (11) can be bounded uniformly using the fact that f is an -parameterization. Indeed, using the convexity of the max-norm yields max i=0,...,m
Since f is an -parameterization of F, minimizing (12) over θ yields
Substituting (13) back into (11), we write
The next step is to realize that the right-hand side of (14), namely D p , is the dual problem of a perturbed version of (P-CSL). We thus obtain another saddle-point relation similar to (8) that we can exploit to bound D p , and therefore D , in terms of P . Formally, using that λi ≥ 0, D p in (14) can be written as
where we recognize the dual problem of
(PV)
Notice that (PV) is a convex optimization problem just as (P-CSL) and that due to assumption 2, it is also strongly convex. Immediately, we obtain the saddle-point relation
which holds for all φ ∈ F and λ ∈ R m + , where φ p is the solution of (PV) and λ p is the dual variable that achieves D p in (15) .
Going back to (14) we can now conclude the proof. First, use (16) to obtain
where we used φ = φ , the solution of (P-CSL). Now, using (8) on the Lagrangian term gives D ≤ L (φ , λ ) + (1 + λ p 1 )L = P + (1 + λ p 1 )L , (18) which concludes the proof.
B. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Proof. Suppose that it is not the case. Then, there exists at least one i such that E [ i(f (θ , x), y)] − ci > 0. Since λ is unbounded above, we obtain that D → +∞. However, assumptions 1 and 2 imply that D < +∞. Indeed, consider the dual function where we once again used the fact that λi ≥ 0 to write i λ = λ 1 . Hence, it must be that f (θ , ·) is (P-CSL)-feasible.
C. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof. Let (θ , λ ) and (θ ,N , λ ,N ) be variables that achieve D in ( DI ) and D ,N in ( DI ,N ) respectively. As such, both pair of variables satisfy the KKT conditions [29, Section 5.5.3] . In particular, it holds that 
To proceed, use the optimality of θ and θ ,N for F0 andF0 respectively to write The proof now concludes by applying the classical VC generalization bound to (22) [5, Section 3.4] . Namely, for all θ, it holds with probability 1 − δ that
where dV C is the VC dimension of P. Since the bound is uniform over θ, it holds also for the minimizers of ( DI ) and ( DI ,N ). Using (23) in (22) yields the desired bound in (6) .
